Postselection following weak measurements has long been investigated for its peculiar manifestation of quantum signatures. In particular, the postselected events can give rise to anomalous values lying outside the spectrum of the measured quantity, and may provide enhanced Fisher information. Furthermore, the Pusey inequality highlights that, for extremely weak measurements, non-contextual models can account for the outcome probabilities. It is then interesting to investigate whether these are linked in a unified framework. Here we discuss on the existence of a possible connection in the case of qubits. We show that when performing generic postselected measurements there exist no one-to-one mapping between them, an instance that leads to drawing more involved considerations.
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Introduction. The outcome of a measurement carried out on a spin-1/2 particle can turn out to be 100 [1, 2] . What is exactly measured in these procedures, and whether this carries physical meaning has been debated ever since the introduction of the concept of postselected values [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . These anomalies emerge when an observable is measured through an indirect procedure, i.e. by inferring its value by the coupling of the spin to an auxiliary probe system and only accessing the latter.
The state of this second system needs not being optimized to deliver full information at each shot, since the expectation value can be recovered exactly from a large collection of events. Each individual event does not provide unambiguous information on the observable [8] , hence resulting in proportionally reduced disturbance on the state of the spin. When the disturbance introduced from the measurement has negligible effects, these values themselves are termed weak.
This framework is fully consistent in treating with equal footing pre-and postselection of quantum state, thus making the description more time-symmetric, but some results of this approach seem to make quantum mechanics even more puzzling than it already appears [13] [14] [15] . In some cases, everything can be reconciled with interference effects also taking place for classical waves [16] , and it has been suggested that the emergence of anomalous values is an artefact purely due to postselection and also observed in classical probabilities [17] . However, this argument has sparkled a long controversy [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
Anomalous values, lying outside the spectrum of the observable, are not limited to the weak-value regime, but can emerge at arbitrary disturbance. In the simple case of a single spin-1/2 particle -that nowadays goes more often under the name of qubit -this peculiar effect can be used to flag the failure of a macrorealistic description, as captured by the Leggett-Gard inequality [23] [24] [25] [26] ; however, this connection does not hold under generic conditions [27] .
This ambiguity prompts the question as to whether generic anomalous values -also outside the weak regime -only bear sense as an accident of quantum interferences in postselection, or if they bring reference to a distinct quantum property. Recently, it has been shown that anomalous weak values can be directly linked, under specific assumptions, to the fact that no non-contextual theory allowing for ontic states can describe the weak measurement and postselection process [28] . This has been demonstrated in an experiment with single photons [29] . This hints at a general link between anomalies and contextuality.
Remarkably, the notion of contextuality has emerged in yet another aspect of weak measurements: their use for parameter estimation [30] . It is a well established result that, since the whole procedure including measurement and postselection can be described as a generalised measurement on the qubit, there is no possibility of using this scheme to improve the precision over standard measurements [31] . The appropriate figure of merit is the Fisher information on the parameter that, in the presence of postselection, can reach higher values than permitted with standard measurements. This is, however, counterbalanced by low postselection probability [32, 33] , bringing the effective Fisher information per prepared event below the standard case. On the other hand, there are cases in which there might exist practical advantages [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . In Ref [42] , the usefulness of postselection has been discussed in the light of the overheads of measurements in the cost-benefit budgeting, and, at the same time, put in direct connection with contextuality.
Here we show that for qubits the connection between anomalous values, enhanced Fisher information and contextuality in weak measurements is rather intricate, and no one-to-one connection is possible, other than in the strict weak-value regime. consider is in the form [43] :
where Π x is a projector on the state |x of the qubit, and κ is a parameter describing the strength of the measurement, and ranges from κ = 0 for the infinitely unperturbed case, to κ = 1 for the full-strength projective Signal and meter photons, generated through a Type-I spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC) source, are sent through a C-Sign gate [9] [10] [11] [12] implemented within a Sagnac interferometer, as shown. This arrangement benefits from the different paths of the H and V polarized beams (red and blue), which allow to decouple the residual signals (purple dashed lines) given by the imperfect partially polarizing beamsplitter (PPBS) transmission with respect to the measured ones. Two rotated PPBS are used both on the signal and meter to balance polarization losses, and eventually both beams are measured projectively and the coincidence counts are recorded.
case. Differently from the original setting, operated with a continuous-variable probe with a wide dispersion, we consider the sort of weak measurements obtained by coupling the original qubit to a second probe qubit by means of a quantum logic gate such as a control-NOT [2] . The final postselection on the generic state φ| leads to the joint probabilities:
when starting in the state |ψ ; these represent the probability of obtaining the outcome x, followed by a successful postselection [28, 43] . Anomalous values are obtained by considering the conditional probabilities p c x = p x /(p 0 + p 1 ); these are hence defined as [2, 43] :
Here κ serves the purpose of recovering the appropriate scale factor to extract the correct expectation value for the observableẐ = Π 0 − Π 1 from the weak measurement [44] . This observable has clearly a spectrum ranging from -1 to 1, but anomalous values of σ w can be observed for all values 0 ≤ κ < 1 [2] .These quantities, however, correspond to the weak values originally introduced in [1] only in the limit κ 1. If |ψ contains an unknown parameter θ, the information which can be extracted by means of the measurement and postselection strategy is quantified by the Fisher information (FI) [45] :
The variance on the parameter ∆ 2 θ, obtained from M ps successful postselection events, satisfies the bound ∆ 2 θ ≥ 1/(F ps M ps ). The FI derived form the conditional probabilities given the postselection does not obey the same bounds as for standard measurements [32] . It is then possible to attain values of F ps higher than the maximal quantum FI Q. This does not result in any improvements in the accuracy, since the postselection reduces proportionally the number of repetitions: F ps M ps ≤ QM tot , where M tot is the total number of attempts, also including those leading to unsuccessful postselection [31, 33] . On the other hand, it should be noticed that F ps > Q represents a valid criterion for an anomalous behaviour, since it implies that each repetition carries more FI than the maximum (see also Ref. [42] ).
Finally, non-contextual models can account for the observed joint probabilities as long as they satisfy the relation [28] : where p φ = | φ, ψ | 2 , and p d = 1 − √ 1 − κ 2 (see Appendix). A similar inequality can be defined in terms of p 1 . We remark these are the joint probabilities, not the conditional ones.
Experiment. We illustrate in an experiment the connection between the three aspects mentioned above. We prepare qubit states in the form |ψ s = cos(2θ)|0 s + sin(2θ)|1 s as superpositions of horizontal and vertical polarisations of a single photon. The measurement operators (1) are implemented by coupling the input to the second meter photon in the state |µ = cos(2µ)|0 m + sin(2µ)|1 m by means of a Controlled-Sign (C-Sign) gate [2] : this selectively imparts a π-phase shift to the |1 s |1 m contribution with respect to the others. By effect of the coupling, a measurement of the meter qubit in the diagonal polarisation basis, |± = (|0 ± |1 )/ √ 2, results in the application of the operators M 0 or M 1 , respectively, with κ = sin(4µ); in our experiment, the angle µ has been set to obtain κ = 0.335±0.008, as determined following [44] . We further divide our results depending on the postselection event occurred φ| = −| or φ| = +|. A summarising scheme is presented in Fig. 1 . Fig. 2 ; values outside the shaded region are anomalous, as they do not belong to the standard range of expected values. Experimental imperfections, including the visibility limited to 97% of the maximum value on the gate, as well as residual polarisation rotations on both input and meter photons, are responsible for the deviations from the ideal.
The usefulness of this measurement strategy for parameter estimation can be captured as follows: The postselected values collected are used to estimate θ, by interpolating the function linking σ w (θ) to an arbitrary value of θ [46] . This has then be used to estimate the uncertainties ∆ 2 θ from those on the postselected values ∆ 2 σ w . The results are reported in Table I .
Differently from the estimation of the interaction strength in [32] , where the postselected values approximately quantify the Fisher information on the parameter of interest, here the connection between anomalies in the observed value of σ w and an improved Fisher information F ps is tenuous. The reason is in the fact that, writing the probabilities p c 0 , p c 1 as a function of σ w , as expressed in (3), the Fisher information takes the form:
hence it is expressed only in terms of the quantity κσ w , which attains values between -1 and 1. The origin of the improved Fisher information is then not associated to the mere presence of anomalous values, but to the fact that postselection leads to a change in the functional shape of σ w (θ) with respect to the standard case. This change has been proven useful for superior alignment procedures [41] . A different interpretation can be drawn in terms of non-Hermitian operators [47] . Simple calculations show that the full measurement process, including the weak (5) is calculated under the best circumstances for disproving the non-contextual model.
ones (1) , and the projective measurement in the |± basis leading to postselection, is equivalent to a four-outcome generalised measurement. Each outcome is associated to a Bloch vector at the angles π/2±4µ, and −π/2±4µ with respect to the Z axis, corresponding to one of the possible coincidence events. Postselection amounts to ignoring the first two outcomes, as if the measured operators were PT-symmetric non-Hermitian, in complete analogy with the behaviour observed in [48, 49] .
We now turn our attention to the connection between the emergence of anomalous values and a possible relation to contextuality. The existing link between anomalous weak values and the Leggett-Garg inequality, holding for any measurement strength [24] may lead into thinking of a similar resilient connection to contextuality.
The data in Figure 3 are obtained by evaluating the probabilities in Eq (5) from the experimental coincidence counts. Despite the fact we register anomalous values for a considerable part of the inputs, none of these are able to demonstrate the unsuitability of a non-contextual model. This result was in part foreshadowed in the criticism raised by [20] about the classical mechanism to obtain anomalous values with classical probabilities in [17] . The argument against the classical explanation, highlighted the negligible disturbance imposed on the state as the key point. As our experiment departs from those conditions, a non-contextual model becomes appropriate. The identification of the concepts of anomalous value and non-contextuality is legitimate only in the proper weak limit of negligible measurement strength. In all other cases anomalies might provide an indication, but then they have to be more pondering. Inequality in Eq. (5) provides the quantitative means for such an analysis, although admittedly does not exhaust all possible scenarios.
Finally, a comment is opportune between the improved Fisher information and contextuality, whose connection has been identified in [42] . Our results do not contradict this claim because our postselection scheme implements measurement and postselection in the opposite order than the one in [42] . This restriction ultimately results from working with qubits: postselecting before the measurement would erase all information about the relevant parameter. Postselection is futile, the measurement should be terminated. Contextuality then provides useful schemes in postselected metrology, however once again there is no complete overlap between the two concepts.
CONCLUSIONS
In this article we have shown how a simple case of a qubit illustrates subtleties in the relation among three different aspects related to a measurement followed by a postselection. The take home message is that results holding valid in the weak regime cannot be exteded when the disturbance becomes sizable. We envisage that these results, albeit partially negative, may stimulate more refined approaches to comprehend the quantumness of this scheme.
The response of the prepared state |ψ to any positiveoperator valued measurement (POVM) can then be rewritten as [28] :
where p(λ) is the distribution of the ontic states corresponding to the preparation |ψ , and p(E k |λ) is a conditional probability, which, in a non-contextual model, can not depend on how the POVM is actually implemented. Further, we assume that, when E k = |φ φ| is a projector, p(|φ φ||λ) is either 0 or 1, i.e. sharp measurements have deterministic outcomes. The overlap p φ = | φ|ψ | 2 is then calculated as the ensemble average Λ p(|φ φ||λ)dλ.
Our measurement corresponds to the POVM elements
If the outcomes of the weak measurement is ignored, postselection on the state φ| can be described by the operator
This can be decomposed as
for some POVM with elements E d , and I − E d . Explicit calculations show that p d = 1 − 2 √ 1 − κ 2 . Finally, we consider the cases for which p φ > 0.
Under these circumstances, one can demonstrate that non-contextual models imply the inequality (5); the proof follows closely the original one due to Pusey [28] , with a minor modification to account for the explicit form of the POVM elements (8) . We start by decomposing the measurement operator E x as a "consolidated measurement", constituted by S x = M x |φ φ|M † x , and F x = M x (I − |φ φ|)M † x . The element S x fulfills the relation:
The conditional probability for E 0 admits two equivalent decompositions by virtue of non-contextuality:
p(E 0 |λ) =p(S 0 |λ) + p(F 0 |λ)
We then obtain the chain of inequalities p(S 0 |λ) ≤ p(E 0 |λ) ≤ 1 + κ 2 .
We turn our attention to the decomposition (10) that, invoking non-contextuality in a similar fashion as above, gives:
p(S|λ) =p(S 0 |λ) + p(S 1 |λ)
The set Λ of the ontic states can be separated in the kernel Λ 0 of p(|φ φ||λ), and its complement Λ 1 ; on the former subset, we have
Therefore, we can write a second chain of inequalities
hence proving our statement.
